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Effect of the intermediate principal stress on sffength and deformation
behavior of sedimentary rocks at the depth shallower than 2000 m
Effets de Ia contrainte principale interm6diaire sur la r6sistance et la d6formabilit6 des
roches s6dimentaires d une profondeur inf6rieure h 2 000 m
EinfluB der mittleren Hauptspannung auf das Festigkeis- und Verformungsverhalten
von Sedimentgesteinen bis 2000 m Uberlagerung
M.Takahashi & H.Koide
Geological Survey of lapan, fapan

clarify bhe effect of bhe internediate principal sLress on the strength and
deforlational behavior of rocks, three sandstones, narbler and shale nere deforned under
true triaxial stress state in which the intermediate principal stress is not equal to
the nininun nor to the naximtrm principal. stress. Failure strength increased riith the
relative increase of the internediate principal stress except for the stress state where
the internediate principal stress approaches to the naxinun stress. The relative
increase of internrediate principal stress induced also chantes the defornation of rock
fron bhe ductile node to the nore britt,le mode. The difference betneen the internediate
principal strain and nininun principal strain increased narkedly with increnent of the
internediate principal stress. The fracture s[abi]ity of rock specinen was suggested by
the concept of the effective shear strain energy stored around the cLosed microcracks.
The defornational anisotropy was indicated by lhe preferred orientation of stressABSTflACT: To

induced open nicrocracks.
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The so-called triaxial conpression test
has been proved to be the nost adequate and
convenient testing nethod for the study of
the mechanical characteristics of rocks for
wide variety of confining pressures. In the
conventional triaxial coupression test, the

INTRODUCTION

of rock under
triaxial stress state is essentially
inportant for the underground oining and
for the utilization of underground spaces
(for exanple, tunnels, electric powerhouse,
storages of gas and oil, open pit nine, and
The physical behavior

longibudinal axial load is applied parallel
to bhe axis of a cylindrical rock specinen
through steel end pieces and the other
stresses(confining pressure) are the
cylinder by a fl.uid nediun. The relaEively
honogeneous stress distribution can be
produced in the specinen ribh the
conventional triaxial test(confining
pressure test). However, the internediate
principal stress is fixed equal to the
nininun principal stress(compression test
under confining pressure), in fewer cases,
to the naxinun principal stress(extension
test under confining pressure), becarrse the
stress state in the confining pressure test

hish level waste repository and so on),
because [he act of excavations changes the
stress fields and other physical and

mechanical environnents of rocks around the
underground open space.
The underground rock body is subjected to

initiaL stress prior to excavation. In
cases, it can be adequately assuned
that the vertical nornal stress is equal to
bhe weight of the overlying rocknass,
usually, 25-27llPa/Kn on the average. The
nagnitude of the horizontal stresses lie
uidely between 0.5 and 3.5 tines as large
as the vertical nornal stress at the depth
the

many

is essentially axiall.y synnetricaf.
According to the confining pressure
experinents, failure strentth increased
reuarkably cibh increase of the confining
pressure, and relative transition fron
brittle to ductile behaviors is observed by
the increase of the confining pressure.
Thus, conventional triaxial experinent has
been executed to elucidate the confining
pressure effect on strength and defornation
of rocks. Ilouever, these confining

shall.ower than 1000n(Brown and Hoek,1978).
These observations sugtest that the three

principal stresses are different

each

for nany cases of initial and
artificial stress state. In order to
investigate the nechanical characteristics
of rocks around the underground openints,
we have to adopt the testing equipnent nith
others

nhich Ehree different principal stresses

can be reproduced precisely.
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is not adequate for
of nechanical properties of rocks

pressure ex.perinent

decision

the underEround open sPaces'
confinint pressure experinent
can reproduce onJ.y the axialLy symnetrical
stress states.
0n the other hand, a fundanental Problen
of rock nechanics renained unsolved.
Whether the internediate principal stresses
affect on the failure strength and
deforrnation of rocks or not ? The effect
of the inLermediate principal stress had
been studied by sone investigators using
around

Because these

various experimental techniques.
l,togi(1967) carried out precise experinents
of the conpression and extension bests
under confining pressure, and found clear

differences between the llohr enveJ.opes of
stress states rith bhe internediate
principal stress equal to the naxinun
stress and equal to the nininun stress for

of rocks. fle verified the
existence of the intermediate principal
stress effect on failure strength. Hoien
and Cook(1968) constructed a polyaxial cell
for the test of rectangular specimens of
rock (1"x1"x 3"). Lateral sides of the
Lhree kinds

clarified that
strength and ductility of isotroPic rocks
are narkedly affected not only by the least
principal stress' but also by the
internediate principal stress' and that
dilatancy is highly anisotroPic under the
relatively higher intermediate principal
stress states.
In this study, a Iarge llogi-type triaxial
cell- was designed to al]ow the use of large
specinen and relatively easy measurenent of
physical properties. The failure strength'
the stress drop at fracture, and three
principal strains nere systenatically
neasured for sone kinds of sandstone and
shale under Lhe true triaxial stress state
with the llogi-type new apparatus. The
nininun stress in this experinents is nuch
Iower than in the llogi's experinents,
because such ]ow coupression states are
1972a,b, 19?3' 1977)

nore inportant
applications.

2
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EXPERII{ENTAL APPROACH

Fis-l

specinen are confined between two pairs of
copper flat-jacks. They detected a snal1
anount of failure strength increase HiLh

for

shons a schenatic view

of

new llogi

increasing intermediate principal stress

for

Karroo

dolerite at nininun principal

stresses of 1 kpsi and 2 kpsi. Akai and
Hori(1967), Niua et at.(1967), and Serata

et a].(1972) carried out triaxial
conpression tests, where three pairs of

nutually perpendicular pistons applied
three principal stresses to cubic specinen
through steel end pieces which are more
rigid than the rock specinen. They also
found the intermediate principal stress

effect for Izuni sandstone, salt, concrete
mortar and so

on.

ltogi(1971) designed

a

triaxiaL cell which is a thick-ualled
hollow cylinder rlith two pairs of nutually
perpendicular dianetrical hoLes for axial
and lateral pistons. Thus, the nen triaxial
cell rnakes possible to do the biaxial
defornation test in the pressured fluid.
Usual,ly, the nininun principal stress is
new

induced by the fluid pressure' while the
naxinun and internediate principal stresses
are appl.ied with the two pairs of rigid

pistons, EventualIy, three principal
stresses can be controlled independently in
this vessel. The stress distribution in the
specinen of this new true triaxial test is
nore honogeneous than in the specimen which
is compressed uith rigid pistons on its all
six sides. Using this new true triaxial
apparatus, llogi solved the probLens of the
Lon reproducibility and of low accuracy of
triaxial experiments. ilogi(1971a,b,

Schenatic diagran of a neu designed
true triaxial conpression apParatus.
llFixed Upper and Lorier Platen' 2lllydraulic
Power SuppLy, 3iControl Unit, 4iPressure
Vessel, 5lLoad Cells for Axial and Lateral
Direction, 8:Pistons for Axial and Lateral

Fis.l

Load, 7!Servo VaIve, E!Displacenent
Transducers for Axial and Lateral
Defornation, 9,10!Latera1 and Arial
Pieces.
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End

lateral strain € y were measured by crosstype electric resistance strain gages
nounted on the surfaces of specinen
perpendicular Lo the X-axis (Fis-3). The
LateraL strain ex for o3 direction was

triaxial apparatus developed for this
true triaxial conpression test. Iilaxinum
and internediate principal stresses are
applied through two pairs of rieid pistons,
and mininum principal stress is applied by
confining pressure nediun in the vesseL.
The specinen was a rectangular prisn of
3.5x3,5x7.0 cn Long ( naxinun size was
5.0x5.0x10.0cn long ). The end pieces for
naxinun conpression are connected to a
specinen with epoxy and lateral end pieces
are connected to the sides of the specinen
through a lubricant(thin copper sheet and
teflon sheet with silicon grease), by which
the frictional effect of lateral surfaces
was effectively reduced. As this apparatus
adopted the electric-hydraulic servocontrolled systen, the specimen can be
deforned at arbitrary constant stress
state. Nes triaxial cell is set up sibh
pressure-tight windows for electrical
feeders .for measurenents of strainracoustic
enission, elastic wave velocity and so on.
lJe can measure [he strain with 56 pairs of
strain gauges attached directly on the
specimen in the pressure vessel.
Fig-2 shows three different types of
Ioading path. For bhe conventional
confining pressure experinent(a), the
confining pressure was first applied, and
then the larger conpression is applied
through steel end pieces nhich are nore
rigid than the rock. In the typical case
of briaxial conpression experimenl(b), the
confining pressure was first applied, and
the lateral ]oad for o 2 was increased to a
constant value of o 2 by lateral piston,
then, the axial Load was increased by axial
piston nith constant rate until failure
occurred. In our experinent , this (b)
type loading path was used frequently. The
Loading procedure (A-B) in (b) type
correspond bo that procedure (A-C) in type
(a), there is possibility that specinen nay
fail- when load increnent on (A-B) path is
type

neasured by the displacement transducers,
nhich can detect the changes of the width
of the specimen in the X direction using
strain gages nounted on the phosphor bronze
sheet, of which one end was fixed to the

specinen surfaces and the other uas fixed
to the upper end pieces in the axial
direction. Three principal strains are
defined as the strains due to the increase
of the axial stress under the constant o 2
and o3. Thus, in Fig-2(b) strains for

Fi.e.2 Three different
briaxial compression.
illustrate a Hydraulic
intermediate principal
strength respectively.

loading paths in
Points A,B,C

a

Pressure,

stress, and fracture

so large. To avoids such risk, (c) type
loading path was adopted for sone triaxial

test with high internediate
stress. The confining pressure first
applied as well as previous (a), (b) cases,
and lateral and axial Loads nere applied
sinultaneously to a constant o2 value.
The axial load, then, was increased hisher
to deforu the specinen, this (c) type
loading path, as it is rather conplicated
to test, used rarely.
Directions of the X-axis, Y-axis, and Zaxis are taken as the directions of o 1, o
2, and o3 , respectively. The conpressive
stress is taken as positive. e x, e y, and
E z are the principal strains for the
directions of X-, Y-, and Z-axis,
respectively. The axial strain e z and
conpression

X.Y

Fis.3

systen

RECORDER

Schenatic vieu

of strain

neasuring

three principal directions Here neasured as
the interval between point B and point C.
In present paper, the Shirahama nediun

trained sandstone, Iloronai fine and nediun
grained sandstones, Yuubari shale were

used

for specinen. Two Horonai sandstones and
Yuubari shale were cored fron the block
nhicfi were sanpled in Horonai and Yuubari
coal uine at central Hokkaido, Japan.
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3

principaL stress(Fig.8). This distinctive
difference between Yanaguchi narble and the
other rocks on the o ? effect, discussed
Iatter, was caused by the difference of the
deformational characteristic.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The internediate stress effect on
strength is clearly shown on the naximun
stress( o 1) vs internediate stress( o 2)
diasran(Fig.4 to Fig.8), The fracture

sbrength

of Shirahana sandstone is

sS

indicated in the Fig.4 as a function of
internediate principal stress( o 2) for

lz

700

various mininun stress(o3). In this
figure, each synbols at the nost left side
show results obtained under confining
pressure experiment, that is, o2=o3,
Therefore, Lhe fracture strength of rocks
at constant o 3 value can locate betneen
this confining compression stress state ( o
2= o 3) and confining extension stress state
( o 1= o 2). Since o 1 increased with the
increase ofo2 under constant o3, o2
effect on strength is represented as a
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discrepancy between naxinun strength and
nininun one under wide range of o 2. At
Iow o 2 region, o 2 effect uas large, and
gradually decreases with increnent of o 2.
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At hieher o2 value, o1 is constant ( in
case of o 3 =l5ltlPa, 40l1Pa' S0ltPa ) or
decreases slishtly ( in case of o 3 =8!lPa,
Z0ltPa, 30llPa ). Fig-S, 6, 7 show the
fracture strength of Izuni sandstone,

roo

O5=2oMPa
o3=soMPa

=
0

Horonai sandstone, and Yuubari shale,
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respectively. The o2 effect on strength of

Fig.5

Fracture strength as a function of
the internediate principaf stress in Izuni

each rocks becones more distinct at higher
mininum stress. The Yanaguchi narble shons
very large effect of bhe internediate

sandstone.
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Fracture strength as a function of
the intermediate principal stress in

a

function of the internediate principal

2) in Shirahana sandstone.

Horonai sandstone.
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experience najor

failure. In the Shirahama

sandstone and Yuubari

shale, bypical

fault plane is forned
parallel bo the o 2 direction. Thus,
residual strengbh means the shear
resistance of fault planes. Althoush the
residual strength scattered wibhin some
value, it is recognized that residual
strength renains nearly constant in spiLe
of lhe chante of the internediate principal
nacroscopical

o
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o
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a
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stress (Fig. 9)
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In this case, €x and ey (latera]
principal strain for o 2 and for o 3
direction) are nearly equal.. The lower
right figure shows a typical case of true
triaxial stress state ( o 2=190llPa). In
this case, the naxinun strength is higher
lhan that in the case of the axi-synnebric
stress state, Lateral strain e x for the
o 3 direction is nuch greater than [hab for
Ehe o2 direction. IL is obviously noLed
that r x differed more distincLly from e y
with increase of o2. In the Fig-11, the
four different voluneLric strain versus
differential stress curves were extracted
fron bhe Fig-10. The dotted line
corresponds to the elastic volunetric
strain. The dilatant strain indicated by
hatched region decreases llith increraent of
o 2 value. lie can consider that the

lntermediate Principal Stress@ (Mpa)

Fig.7

Fracture strength as a function of
the intermediate principal stress in
Yuubari shale.
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Yanaguchi narble.

If the stress state of

0

rock specinen

reaches the naxinun strength, rock specinen
will fail and the sudden stress drop of
axial stress accompanying fracture occurs.
The residual strength

strength of

a

function of axial differential stress for
bhe four different o 2 values. Specimen
uas the Shirahaura sandstone and confining
pressure was kept constant of 501'lPa. The
upper left figure shons the case of the
axi-synnetric stress state ( o 2= o 3=50llPa).

.L

.E

.

Fie-10 shous stress-strain curves as

!@

200

02 lMPol

Fis.9 Residual strength (ore) as a
fdnction of Ehe internediate principal
stress in Shirahaura sandstone.

is

defined as the
specinen rihich already
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dilatant strain is mainly caused by the
increment of lateral strain in the o 3
direction at higher o 2 val-ue.
Fig-12 shons a series of axj-al
differential stress versus strain curves of
Yamaguchi narble for different o 2 values
under constant mininurn stress of 2OllPa. In
this experinent, althouth the sbrain at
ultinate strength decreased slightly with
increase of o2, ultinate strength
increased uith the increase of o2, Under

arially'symnetric stress sbate, this narble
behaved as

ductile.

However,

the

nore

stress drop at failure occurred at
relatively higher intermediate principal
stress. The narble behaved in brittle node
at the hishest o2 value in the FiS.12.
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Fig.12 Differential stress versus axial
strain of Yanaguchi narble for the five
different o 2 under constant confining
pressure of 20llPa.
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Fig.10 Differential stress - axial,
lateral, and volumetric strain curves of
Shiraharna sandstone under

criteria for the strengt,h of
rock, such as CouIonb, llohr, and Griffith
criterion, are essentially independent of
the intermediate principal stress. llowever,
the experinental observations sutgest
apparently that the intermediate principal
stress has a doninant and regular effect on
strength of rocks. llhen rie discuss on rock
strength, He nust consider the existence of
oZ effect on rock strength. In this
paper, a criterion developed by liiebols and
Cook(1968) for the conpressive strength of
rock is modified.
The followint three assunptions are ndde.
The accepted

the four

different internediaLe principal stresses.
Ilininum stress is fixed to 50HPa.

50t'ft 70!Pa IDiPa

DISCUSSION
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(1) rock specinen can be regarded as an
elastic naterials containing a large
nunber of closed Dicrocracks
(2) any closed uicrocracks distributed
randonly oriented and did not correlate
with each other
(3) this rock specinen can be regarded as a

L
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E
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=
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grossly

Volumetric Stroin l%l
Fig.11 Differential stress versus
volunetric strain of Shirahana sandstone

honoteneous

The surfaces of any closed nicrocracks
can be subject to nornaL stress 'o n' and
shear stress " r " under conpressive stress
state. -The nornal stress and shear stress
on any closed ricrocracks are defined

under the four different internediate
stresses. Hatched region indicate the
dilatant strain.
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(1)

on = l2or ! a2oz *

(2)

T2 = l2of

(3)

retr =lrl-lro"

n2dg

+ 82o22 +

n2o32

eff is the effective shear stress,
is the coefficient of friction between
the opposite surfaces of the closed
nicrocracks, and 1' [, n are the direction
cosines of the nornal of the crack surface
to the principal stress axes. If r eff is
positive, slidins occurs betueen the
opposite surfaces of the closed
nhere r
p

o

(L

=

5

nicrocracks, storing additional strain
energy around the closed nicrocrack. The
additional strain energy around a crack due

to sliding is
(4)

Wc =

given

o

drerr2

20o

Oz(MPo)

is constant containing some factors
of the closed nicrocrack and natrix. The
total additi.onal strain energy can be
sunmint lic for each crack through a unit
volune of rock subject to stress. In
original theory, lliebols and Cook(1968)
assuned that fracture occurs when shear
strain energy stored in rock is equivalent
to that of uniaxial conpression. Houever,
their analyses couLd not predict the
strength of various kinds of rock, The
predicted internediate stress effect is
Iarger Lhan that in the experinental
results. Thus, we propose that naxinun
shear strain energy stored in rock specimen
should be function of oZ and o3 values.
According to our experinental results,
failure criterion using the concept of
effective shear strain energy, could be
expressed usint the concept of effective
shear strain energy as follo$s.
w.rr (oa=os) = w.,, (c"l{r+c-Si}
where a

Fig.13 Prediction of the fracture strength
of Shirahana sandstone based on the
nodified effective shear strain energy
criterion. Prediction is shown by Ehe
solid curves.
stress state, respecbively.

cavern.

The nicrocracks shouLd be forned

nearly paralleL to the wall of cavern, as
the nininum stress is perpendicular to the
rlall. The results of true triaxial tests
suggest that the brittle failure of rock is
Iike]y under the very low ninimur stress
with relatively hish internediate principal
stress in the rlall rock of unlined

o 2=o 3>= ot3

{I-b
Oz

underground cavern. The increase of the
nornal stress to the waLl of cavern by the
artificial supports can prevent the sudden
brittlB faiLure as r4ell as the drastic
increase of effective strength of the wall
rock, The estimation of true triaxial
stress condition in the wall rock is

a, b, c are constants' which depend
on rock specinen itself, /3 and Co is a
specific confining pressure and uniaxial
corDpressive strentth of each rock.
Ueff(Co), lleff(o2=o3), and lleff nean the
naxinun shear strain enerty under uniaxj.al
There

essentially iuportant for the naintenance
of the underground cavern.

conpression, under axi-syunetric stress

state, and under true triaxial

Fig-

13, and they are reasonably consistent with
the nodified effective shear strain energy
cri.terion.
The strong anisotropy of dilatancy to the
o 2 direction and to the o 3 direction
indicates that the stress-induced
nicrocracks are created preferentially
perpendicularly to the o 3 direction in a
rock during axial loading under true
triaxial stress state.
The nornal stress lo the wall of a
unlined underground cavern is equal. or
nearly equal to the atomospheric pressure
in the host rocks close to the wall of

W"rr (oz=oa) = W.rr (C") xa

Oz)

The

for various o 3 values on
Shirahana sandstone are illustrated in
observations

6"=631oL

Wcrr = Wc,r (o"=or)

100

conPression
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llogi, l(. 1977. Dilatancy of rocks under
general triaxial stress states with

CONCLUSION

In order to estinate the nechanical
characteristics around underground open
space, three sandstonps, shale and narble
were deforned under true triaxial
conpression stress state, in nhich three
principal stresses are different fron each
other and independently controllable. The
mininun principal stress was adopted up to
S0llPa to reproduce the stress state around
the excavation at the depth shallouer than
2000n. Fracture strength increased nith
increase of o 2. Dilatant strain to the
o 2 direction decreased $ith the relative
increase of o 2. The dilatant anisotropy
occurred under true triax,ial stress state
with relatively high o 2 value in the
result. The nodified effective shear
strain energy criterion proposed in this
paper can explain well the observabions on
strentth characteristics. The true
triaxial test of rock is very inporEant for
the estination of stability of wall rock of
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